
BarCamp GR finances are managed by The SoftwareGR Alliance, a 501c6 organization. BarCamp GR is a
partner event of BarCamp International, which is licensed as an open-source educational event organization.

youtube.com/@BarcampgrOrgwww.barcampgr.org

fb.me/BarCampGRfsponsorship@barcampgr.org

Contact

About
BarCamp
International
Since 2005, BarCamps have been held
across the globe and spawned several
events inspired by this kind of free,
attendee-driven event.
Although hundreds of BarCamp
events have been held through the
years, BarCamp GR is one of the 
longest consecutively running camps,
of the few that remain today.

Talk with us about custom packages beyond these tier s.i

Gold

Silver

Bronze

$750 PACKAGE: In addition to all previous perks,
 your organization will have a table or booth space
 reserved in the main hall during the conference for
 your own promotional purposes, or you can be
 recognized as an in-kind sponsor (ie: food sponsor).

$500 PACKAGE: In addition to the bronze tier perks,
 your organization is spotlighted with an additional
 message or promotion on the BarCamp GR website &
 social media. This can be a mission statement, emp-
loyment opportunity, generally anything you desire.

$250 PACKAGE: Your company name and logo will
 be displayed on the the website, at the event, in
 emails & social media. You will also receive a special
 mention during the conference opening and closing
sessions daily. 

Sponsorship Levels

about

15
volunteer

organizers
run each

Camp

$0
the cost to

attend
BarCamp GR

1200
talks

presented
since the

beginning

>150
attendees

annualy

Since
2006

At A Glance

10. Civic hacking
9. Geocache adventures
8. Consent in tech
7. My favorite & craziest bugs
6. Photography in low light
5. Trolls in the media
4. Kubernetes: a practical walkthrough
3. Intro to 3D printing
2. Everything you know about color is wrong
1. Lego robotics

Favorite
Past Talks

Just like we need  attendees
to deliver interesting talks,
we need sponsors to make
our event succeed.

Funding is used to pay for
expenses like facility rental,
registration and identity
badges, attendee food, and 
more. On average,
BarCamp GR can be held for
as little as $2,500!

The un-conference for technology, software, programming,
& all topics in-between, held annually in Grand Rapids, MI
this August 11th & 12th.  BarCampGR is a free,
non-profit educational event where attendees
are the speakers and
the topics are their
hobbies & passions.

Welcome to  BARC        MP


